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During the day, scouts enjoy engaging in
various activities, typically having a great
deal of fun in the process. When evening
descends, however, they don’t stop having
fun. On the contrary. Scouts pass their
evenings singing songs and enjoying the
campfire, playing popular games, inviting
their neighbours over for valued visits,
threading thematic events, going to group
evenings, or dancing at discos. The Jamboree
evening programme will be varied and
diverse as befits a scouting event.
The evening programme will be on offer
every day from 20:00 – 22:30 (08:00 –
10:30 PM)

The Thematic Event
Contingents are encouraged to decorate
their camp in accordance with the theme of
their respective sleeping villages. Let your
imagination run wild, and together we’ll
create a fantastic Jamboree site.
The Jamboree site will be divided into four
areas, each named after a specific
continent, with Europe occupying the main
area. The sleeping village will be
designated as Africa, while the family camp
will be known as America.

The Rescue Games
In the Rescue Games, individual patrols will
compete in various aspects of taking care
of themselves and others. Patrols will
compete in skills such as navigation,
transport of casualties, first aid, and ... well,
we won’t tell you everything. Otherwise it
wouldn’t be a surprise. We do, however,
promise you an enjoyable competition.
Prizes will be awarded for the top teams,

and there will also be an award for the best
cheerleading team.

Participating patrols may be mixed
gender, and should consist of 6 to 8
members, between 12 and 16 years of
age.

Contingents’ evening
Contingents may take this opportunity to
organize their own programme in their
own camp. This could take the form of
campfires, games, challenges, or a variety
of other constructive and enjoyable
events. This will also be an excellent
opportunity to get to know your
neighbours, by inviting them over to form
scouting bonds.

Friday Fun
Friday evening will be jam packed with
events, and everyone should find
something suited to his or her tastes and
interests. Selected posts from the week’s
programme will be on offer, and plenty of
other events as well. Friday will be open
mike evening at the Jamboree cafés, so if
you’re interested in trying your hand at
entertaining your fellow Jamboree scouts
with songs, music recitals, stand-up
comedy, poetry readings, or whatever else
comes to mind, this is your chance. The
evening will conclude with light music
onstage.

Saturday – Contingent and
country introductions
On the Saturday, as in previous Jamborees,
participating contingents will host an
introduction of their respective scout
groups and / or home countries or regions
for their fellow Jamboree participants as
well as visitors. These introductions will
take place in the contingents’ respective
camps, although contingents will have the
opportunity to move these closer to the
Jamboree town centre. Saturday is also
visitors’ day, where our guests should have
the opportunity to experience a genuine
scouting event, so it should be our common
goal on that day to provide a vibrant and
lively Jamboree site, with a pleasant
ambience. This year, we are experimenting
with moving part of the contingent and
country introductions closer to the
Jamboree town centre, so contingents are
encouraged to contact the organizing
committee if they would like to take part in
what promises to be an interesting
experiment.

Live entertainment forms a large part of
ensuring a pleasant ambience in the
Jamboree town centre, whether in the
cafés, on the centre stage, or out and
about around the Jamboree site itself. We
are looking for talented scouts who would
like to serve as entertainers on the
Saturday, whether by song and/or dance,
conjuring, circus performances, or
whatever

